Migration of stacked or zero-offset sections is based on deriving the wave amplitude in space from wave field observations at the surface. Conventionally this calculation has been carried out through a depth extrapolation.
DEPTH MIGRATION AS A REVERSE EXTRAPOI,ATION IN time
The basis for migration of stacked time sections is the "exploding reflector model" (Loeuenthal et al, 1976) . According to this model, an approximation to a stacked section can be obtained in a single experiment by replacing the subsurface with a medium containing half the actual velocities in the earth, and by initiating explosive sources at time zero on all the reflecting boundaries. With this model, the recorded surface time section approximates the stacked or zero-offset section which would be collected over the same region (Loewenthal et al, 1976) .
The purpose of migration, based on the exploding reflector model, IS to recover the amplitudes at time zero which give the location and strength of the reflectors. Let P(x, z = 0, t) denote the surface recorded time section with x the horizontal midpoint coordinate along the seismic line and z the depth. The migrated section then becomes P(x, z, t = 0). In the reverse time depth migration, it is assumed that P(x, z, t) = 0 for t > TL where T,, is the last recorded time sample. In other words, it is assumed that after this time the energy has propagated away from the subsurface underneath the seismic line. The migration is then formulated as a wave propagation problem in which the waves are generated from the time reversed stacked or zerooffset section P(x, z = 0, t) which is applied as a surface boundary condition.
There are a number of possibilities for choosing a wave equation for the migration. Since the subsurface recorded common-depth-point (CDP) stacked section is ideally free of multiple reflections, it seems appropriate to use a wave equation which avoids layer reflections. Thus, for the present study, ( Figure 6 . The zero-offset seismic section presents a difficult case for interpretation, and it is obvious that the migration of this seismic section will be necessary for a sensible interpretation.
Trace spacing for this model was 50 ft. In the depth migration process a grid spacing of 50 ft (Ax = AZ = 50 ft) was used.
FIG. 9. Input depth model of the overthrust model and the result of the depth migration.
The zero-offset seismic section was filtered with a low-pass filter of 20 Hz cut-off frequency, which allowed a time sample rate of 1 msec to be used in the migration process. The filtered input data are shown in Figure 7 .
The depth migration result is shown in Figure 8 , together with the input zero-offset section. The vertical axis of the zerooffset section is time whereas in the migration result the vertical scale represents depth in feet. Figure 8 indicates that migration of seismic data is a very important tool in interpretation. Since the input model was synthetic, the migration result can be compared against the input depth model. Figure 9 shows that the tesult of such a comparison is satisfactory. In the migration result the continuity of the folded sediments and the sharpness of the fault zone illustrate the accuracy of the algorithm. The deepest boundary of the geologic model under the overthrust zone is not accurately reconstructed. It is probable that the fault lies not with the depth migration but rather with the modeling program producing the zero-offset seismic section. This was a ray-tracing program (modified Kirchhoff modeling) which may be expected to be inaccurate with such a complex velocity model.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a migration method for stacked or zerooffset sections based on a reverse time extrapolation, Theoretical considerations and the synthetic examples presented indicate that reverse time depth migration can handle structures containing steep dips and strong velocity contrasts. In complicated areas this migration may offer a viabie aiternative to migration based on depth extrapolation.
